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Resistance exists in nature even before the discovery of new drugs

Because several studies have shown a close correlation between the use of antibiotics and the
dissemination of resistance, proper and cautious use of approved antimicrobials in aquaculture settings is
critical to delay the spread of resistance genes.
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Antimicrobial resistance is an issue of veterinary and public health concern that is typically associated with the use of
antimicrobials during production and clinical treatments. However, reported occurrences of resistance in unexpected
circumstances suggest that resistance is not a simple linear process.
A large number of studies have detected signi cant to high levels of resistance in the micro ora of relatively pristine,
unpolluted water bodies free of known human in uence. Several studies have shown an increase of resistance frequency
in environments impacted by aquaculture facilities but not by any antimicrobial agent used in the facilities.
Also, a dramatic increase of resistance has been detected in environments where there is signi cant nutrient enrichment.
In one of these reports, for a laboratory mesocosm, environmental samples increased their resistance frequency to
oxytetracycline from 2 to 100 percent purely by their incubation in the presence of drug-free sh feed.

Evolution of resistance
Molecular biology has had a major impact on explaining the mode of action of antibiotics and their resistance
development and dissemination. An important step was the understanding that emergence of resistance occurs by
chance and is independent of the presence of an antibiotic. The antibiotic only provides positive selective pressure on
mutants, fostering their proliferation and allowing us to detect them, while counterselecting (eliminating) the susceptible
bacteria.
The evolution of bacteria toward resistance results from two independent and successive steps: emergence and
dissemination. Nothing can be e ciently done to prevent the emergence of resistance, which can be a rare, even transient
event if it does not provide selective advantage against a molecule present in the environment of the bacterium.
Resistance exists in nature even before the discovery of new drugs. This is obvious for natural antibiotics, since the
producing microorganisms must protect themselves, but it also holds true for semisynthetic and entirely synthetic
antibiotics. In contrast, numerous studies have indicated a close correlation between the use of antibiotics and
dissemination of resistance. This indicates that cautious use of these drugs slows the spread of the resistance genes.

Genetic elements
The bacterial genome is composed of chromosome and accessory genetic elements. The chromosome contains the
entire genetic information required for the life cycle of the bacterium. As indicated by their name, accessory genetic
elements such as plasmids and transposons carry genetic information that is dispensable but can, under certain
circumstances, provide major advantages for the survival of the host, such as antibiotic resistance.
The chromosome is only inherited vertically by the progeny of the cell, when the “mother” cell divides to give rise to two
daughter cells, whereas accessory genetic elements can also be transmitted horizontally to other bacteria. Thus, acquired
resistance could result from mutations in structural or regulatory chromosomal genes and is not infectious from bacteria
to bacteria or in contrast from horizontal acquisition of foreign resistance genes carried by mobile genetic elements.

Resistance types, mechanisms
Intrinsic resistance is present in all the bacteria of a given species or genus and could thus be better considered as
insensitivity. It delineates the spectrum of activity of an antibiotic.
Acquired resistance is present only in some strains of the same species or genus, although in some cases, it can be found
in the vast majority of the strains. For example, resistance to the penicillins in Staphylococcus aureus concerns more than
90 percent of the clinical isolates.
Intrinsic and acquired resistance do not differ in their mechanisms. Both can employ four major pathways, isolated or in
combination.
The main mechanisms of resistance are alteration of the target, which leads to loss or decreased a nity of the drug for its
target; production of an enzyme that detoxi es the drug; impermeability, in particular by diminution of the diameter of
pores in the external membrane of Gram-negative bacteria; and e ux of antibiotics outside the cells. The common theme
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of these various mechanisms is to impede interaction of the antibiotic with its target.

Cross resistance
Cross resistance is resistance to all the chemically related antibiotics of a given class due to a single biochemical
mechanism. Bacteria that are resistant to one member of the class are generally resistant to the other members. However,
there are degrees of coresistance depending on the activity of the drug and susceptibility of the bacterium.
The more active the antibiotic, the lower the level of resistance. Higher resistance is seen if the host bacterium for the
resistance gene is naturally poorly susceptible to the antibiotic to which it confers resistance. Importantly, the use of an
antibiotic will select resistance to other members of the class but not to drugs belonging to other classes.

Coresistance
In coresistance, various mechanisms are combined in the same bacterial host. By cross resistance, each confers
resistance to a class of antibiotics, and their association can result in a broad spectrum of resistance to multiple drugs.
Again, the consequence of coresistance is coselection. Use of a member of a drug class to which the bacterium is
resistant coselects resistance to the other classes of antibiotics even though they have totally distinct modes of action.
Genetic structures known as integrons are a most e cient way to achieve co-resistance. These elegant elements capture
and express resistance genes. Integrons, which can be located either in the chromosome or in plasmids or transposons,
posses the machinery necessary for the stabilization of genes.
These captured genes are tightly linked, because they are not only physically adjacent, but coexpressed from the same
promoter. Since the genetic organization of integrons results in coexpression of the integrated genes, use of any antibiotic
that is a substrate for one of the resistance mechanisms encoded by the genes in the integron will coselect for resistance
to all the others.

Reversion of resistance
Molecular biology has also shown that antibiotic resistance is very slowly reversible, if at all. Various factors, such as the
low biological cost of certain resistances and the occurrence of compensatory mutations – which restores the tness or
competitiveness of the resistant strains versus their susceptible counterparts even in the absence of antibiotic – together
with coresistance account for the fact that, even though the use of certain drugs was discontinued years ago, fairly high
numbers of bacterial species remain resistant to “old” molecules. Today’s antibiotic use pattern will be responsible for the
resistance problems that will be faced in the future.

(Editor’s Note: This article was originally published in the March/April 2008 print edition of the Global Aquaculture
Advocate.)
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